Warranty Schedule
It’s easy to determine the length of your warranty and it’s terms. Simply
match the Warranty Code from your mattress’ law tag with the same code
on this warranty schedule. Normal body indentation not associated with
sag in foundation of less than 1½” for any Sealy mattresses excluding
some OPTIMUM mattresses, is not covered. Normal body indentation
not associated with sag in foundation of less than 1¼” for OPTIMUM

Warranty Code on Law Tag

Period for no-charge*
repair or replacement

S3, P3, C3, T3, R3
P9
P1
MY, TY, CY
TE, CE
MG, TG, CG

PROUD SUPPORTER OF YOU

™

mattresses with the Warranty Code P1 or P3, or less than ¾” for
Optimum mattresses with the Warranty Code P9, is not covered.
The Sealy Certificate of Limited Warranty will cover body indentations
that are greater than the measurements listed above. Please note that
the measurements must be taken when no one is lying on the mattress.

Total Limited WarrantyPeriod

Calculation of charges for repair or replacement beyond no-charge* period.

10 Years

10 Years

No-charge coverage during total limited warranty period.†

15 Years
10 Years
5 Years
1 Year
3 Years

25 Years
20 Years
10 Years
10 Years
10 Years

Divide your dealer’s current retail price** by the Total Limited Warranty Period, then
multiply by the number of years since your purchase. Round to the nearest whole year.†

TQ

2 Years

10 Years

Smart Air
2yr - Pump/bladders/remotes/hoses/cords;
10yr - Covers/foam rails/foam insert

MC, TC, CC

1 Year

5 Years

Divide your dealer’s current retail price** by the Total Limited Warranty Period, then
multiply by the number of years since your purchase. Round to the nearest whole year.†

MA, TA

1 Year

1 Year

Sealy reserves the right to substitute material of equal value.
*

Except you are responsible for transportation costs.

**

If the Sealy product purchased is no longer being manufactured, the current retail price will be determined by Sealy from a comparable product. Sealy has the sole
discretion to determine which current retail price will be used.

†

Your purchase is established from the date of your receipt.
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